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As if Open Office, Adobe's Buzzword, Google's Docs and Lotus Symphony weren't enough, Microsoft Office has yet another rival willing its downfall from the lofty Microsoft perch.And, what's more, it's kind of an enemy within. One of the co-founders of Hotmail is behind Live Documents, a new business which hopes to tap into Microsoft's Office
market - which The Times estimates represents a third of Microsoft's total revenue. Live Documents is a full-featured suite of online Office productivity applications offering functionality equivalent to Word, Excel and PowerPoint.Sabeer Bhatia's software is, like many of the rivals, available free online. Unlike Microsoft, Adobe is one of the few
established software providers to acknowledge there will be a fundamental change in the way we attain software during the coming years."We are just a few years away from the end of the shrink-wrapped software business. By 2010, people will not be buying software," Mr Bhatia told the newspaper. "This is a significant challenge to a proportion of
Microsoft's revenues." Although the software is free for individuals, companies pay for the system, which can be hosted remotely or on their internal server - rather like Google Apps.Live Documents will be available shortly and comes complete with 100MB free online storage for individuals.Bhatia launched Hotmail before eventually selling to
Microsoft in a £400 million deal. I believe that Live Documents does for documents what Hotmail did for email," said Bhatia. Photo Courtesy: FatCamera/iStock Multiple sclerosis (MS) is a progressive autoimmune disease that affects over two million people worldwide. It makes your immune system attack the protective sheath surrounding your
nerves (called the myelin sheath) — and this causes nerve damage. MS can cause a range of symptoms from fatigue to vision loss to trouble walking. Most people have their first symptoms between ages 20 and 40, but symptoms can start at any age. Learn about the early symptoms of MS and how you can get a diagnosis. Photo Courtesy: fizkes/iStock
MS affects everyone differently, so symptoms can be hard to spot. And early MS symptoms are similar to signs of other health conditions. Some common early MS symptoms include: Fatigue (feeling very tired all the time): Fatigue can be a sign of many health conditions. But most people feel increased fatigue before being diagnosed with MS. Tingling
or numbness in your limbs: As the nerves in the spine lose their myelin sheaths, you may feel tingling and numbness in your arms, fingers and legs. Eye pain and vision problems: Early MS often causes eye pain, blurry vision and even vision loss. Changes in bowel movements: MS affects the nerve supply to the bowels and bladder. Some people notice
changes in their bowel movements, like constipation or diarrhea. You may also have incontinence (trouble controlling your bladder). Am I at Risk for MS? Photo Courtesy: eclipse_images/iStock Experts aren’t sure exactly what causes MS. But it’s likely caused by a combination of genes and environmental factors. You may be at higher risk for MS if
you: Have a close relative with MSWere assigned female at birthAre white, especially with European ancestryHave another autoimmune disease, like rheumatoid arthritis or type 1 diabetes How Can I Get an MS Diagnosis? There’s no single test for early MS. Your doctor will probably order an MRI to look for changes in your brain and nervous
system. They may also do a lumbar puncture to collect spinal fluid — higher levels of certain proteins in the spinal fluid can be a sign of MS. Photo Courtesy: Zinkevych/iStock You’ll probably need to see an MS specialist or a neurologist (specialist in the brain and nervous system). Your doctor will look at a combination of factors and rule out other
conditions to make the diagnosis. Together, you and your doctor can figure out what’s causing your symptoms and find the right treatment for you. Resource Links: MORE FROM SYMPTOMFIND.COM Glenda Barfell is the Assistant Commissioner for Regulatory Management Operations within the Office of Regulatory Affairs (ORA), Food and Drug
Administration (FDA). She leads a wide range of technical and administrative operations for ORA’s 5,300 managers and employees, including human resources, employee and labor relations, space management for 234 nationwide facilities, performance management, ethics, directing more than 1,000 acquisitions, and is responsible for budget
formulation and execution of $1.1B, which includes multiple user fees, programs, project and activities. Prior to joining ORA, Ms. Barfell served for eight years as the Head of Contracting Activity and Director of Acquisitions for the FDA, leading a nationwide contracts and grants office responsible for negotiating more than 7,000 actions valued at $2B
annually. She has also held contracting officer positions at the FDA and at various other federal agencies. Ms. Barfell holds a Master of Science in Human Resource Management and a Bachelor of Science in Business Administration with concentrations in marketing, management, and human resource management. [Back to Office of Regulatory
Affairs Executive Advisory Committee Listing Home] Support Communities / Mac OS & System Software / macOS Catalina Looks like no one’s replied in a while. To start the conversation again, simply ask a new question. Question: Q: Upgrading to Catalina. Problem is that I use MS Office.Mainly Excel, but also Word and PowerPoint.I don’t
particularly want to pay for Office 365.if I go with the corresponding Apple products, how much troublewill I have?Will I be able to import my existing MS-compatible data files?How about saving as MS-compatible files to send to someone else? Mac mini, macOS 10.14 Posted on Apr 17, 2020 10:24 AM Reply I have this question too (105) I have this
question too Me too (105) Me too Apr 17, 2020 11:22 AM in response to Richard Hicks In response to Richard Hicks If this is only for you, Office 2019 is your best bet for both price, and to ensure compatibility with your existing Office documents and those you need to send/receive with other users. Like Office 2016, 2011, 2008, etc., Office 2019 is a
one-time cost perpetual license. It will work for as long as it takes a future release of macOS to break it.If you need to install Office on even only two computers (and with 365, that can be up to any six computers you want [Mac, Windows, iOS]), the subscription version is cheaper.The $99 per year fee for six computers is a far better value than getting
individual licenses for Office 2019. When you figure a perpetual license release is going to happen roughly every three years (per MS' history), $300 over three years is much, much less expensive.If you were to purchase six Home version editions of Office 2019 (the one without Outlook) at $150 per license, it would be $900. For the Home and
Business edition with Outlook, it would be a whopping $1,500! Then you'd spend that again about three years from now if you always get the latest release when they become available. Even installing Office 365 for only two devices is cheaper than the perpetual license Business edition.Rumor, too, is Office 2019 may be the last perpetual license
version. Apr 17, 2020 11:22 AM Page content loaded Apr 17, 2020 10:39 AM in response to Richard Hicks In response to Richard Hicks Apple does not make clones of Word, Excel, or Powerpoint, or even comes close to addressing the features in those MS applications with Pages, Numbers, or Keynote. When you open any MS file in one of these
applications, it is translated into Apple's proprietary document format. The original MS document remains unchanged. You can export back to the respective MS document formats, but that is a translation too, and Apple does not guarantee these translations will be accurate. This can lead to issues when sharing documents with other MS Office users.
Apr 17, 2020 10:39 AM Reply Helpful Thread reply - more options Apr 17, 2020 11:22 AM in response to Richard Hicks In response to Richard Hicks If this is only for you, Office 2019 is your best bet for both price, and to ensure compatibility with your existing Office documents and those you need to send/receive with other users. Like Office 2016,
2011, 2008, etc., Office 2019 is a one-time cost perpetual license. It will work for as long as it takes a future release of macOS to break it.If you need to install Office on even only two computers (and with 365, that can be up to any six computers you want [Mac, Windows, iOS]), the subscription version is cheaper.The $99 per year fee for six computers
is a far better value than getting individual licenses for Office 2019. When you figure a perpetual license release is going to happen roughly every three years (per MS' history), $300 over three years is much, much less expensive.If you were to purchase six Home version editions of Office 2019 (the one without Outlook) at $150 per license, it would be
$900. For the Home and Business edition with Outlook, it would be a whopping $1,500! Then you'd spend that again about three years from now if you always get the latest release when they become available. Even installing Office 365 for only two devices is cheaper than the perpetual license Business edition.Rumor, too, is Office 2019 may be the
last perpetual license version. Apr 17, 2020 11:22 AM Reply Helpful (1) Thread reply - more options Apr 17, 2020 11:29 AM in response to Kurt Lang In response to Kurt Lang I have an Office 365 subscription. I'm using OneDrive for my online storage. It's 99 Euro per year for it and it includes Office.So 1 tb of cloud storage and Office installations on
my MacBook Air, Windows 10 laptop and my Android phone. Bargain price really :) I basically pay for the online storage and use Office for free this way. Apr 17, 2020 11:29 AM Reply Helpful Thread reply - more options Apr 17, 2020 11:42 AM in response to Richard Hicks In response to Richard Hicks Try LibreOffice for Mac (free). It works fine. You
can open Word, Excel and PowerPoint docs or save new files as e.g. Word docs to send them to other people Apr 17, 2020 11:42 AM Reply Helpful Thread reply - more options Apr 17, 2020 11:44 AM in response to mulberry58 In response to mulberry58 Can't hurt to try, but it's only reliable at opening simple Office docs. Anything complex (read:
Office only features) cannot be displayed as expected. Sometimes, can't be opened at all. Also, for users who rely on Outlook, there is no substitute for it in LibreOffice or OpenOffice. Apr 17, 2020 11:44 AM Reply Helpful Thread reply - more options Apr 17, 2020 11:56 AM in response to Richard Hicks In response to Richard Hicks I prefer the Apple
productivity apps to Microsoft's. They're much more intuitive to me. Office is a bloated behemoth of useless features. I have never needed any of the special features to do what I need to do.Numbers may not have all of the same functions that are built into Excel, so that may not be sufficient for your needs.As already mentioned, if you need to send
files to people in Office format, the exported versions may not look the same as you created in Pages, Numbers, or Keynote. Apr 17, 2020 11:56 AM Reply Helpful Thread reply - more options Apr 17, 2020 5:45 PM in response to Richard Hicks In response to Richard Hicks In addition to the excellent advice given here, before deciding anything, you
can try using the Apple apps and the Open Office app for a while to see if they are satisfactory, and which one you like. Evaluate and then decide. Apr 17, 2020 5:45 PM Reply Helpful Thread reply - more options User profile for user: Richard Hicks Question: Q: Catalina and MS Office
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